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Arctic Ice Surface Temperature Retrieval
from AVHRR

Thermal

Channels

J. KEY and M. HAEFLIGER

CooperativeInstitute for Researchin Environmental Sciences,University of Colorado,Boulder
The relationship between AVHRR thermal radiances and the surface (skin) temperature of
Arctic snow-coveredsea ice is examined through forward calculations of the radiative transfer
equation, providing an ice/snow surface temperature retrieval algorithm for the central Arctic
Basin. Temperature and humidity proffies with cloud observationscollectedon an ice island
during 1986-1987 are used. Coefficientsthat correct for atmosphericattenuation are given for

three Arctic clear sky "seasons",
as definedthrough statistical analysisof the daily profiles,for the
NOAA 7, 9, and 11 satellites. Modeled directional snow emissivities, different in the two splitwindow (11 and 12 Bm) channels,are used. While the sensorscan angle is included explicitly in
the correctionequation, its effect in the dry Arctic atmosphereis small, generally less than 0.1 K.
Using the split-window channels and scan angle, the rms error in the estimated ice surface
temperature (IST) is less than 0.1 K in all seasons. Inclusion of channel 3 (3.7 •trn) during the
winter decreasesthe rms error by less than 0.003 K. The seasonaldependenceof the coefficients
is important, with errors in the range of 0.1 - 0.6 K when coefficientsfrom one seasonare used
with data from another. Similarly, mixing coefficientsand data from different satellites results
in average errors from 0.1 to 1.0 K. Overall, employing the IST coefficientsresults in increased
accuracyof up to 0.6 K over SST coefficientsdevelopedfor the North Atlantic and the Greenland
•ea

areas.

1. INTRODUCTION

spherictemperature,humidity,and aerosolprofiles,the

Satellite data for the estimation of radiative and microphysicalpropertiesof polar clouds,and the spectral

turbulentheat fluxesis becomingan increasinglyimpor- characteristicsof the surfacetypesfoundthere. In this
tant tool in large-scalestudiesof climate. One parameter paper we present a means to correctfor the atmospheric
neededin the estimationof thesefluxesis surfacetemper- attenuation of satellite-measuredclear sky brightness
ature. Sea and land surfacetemperature (SST and LST) temperatures used in the retrieval of snow-coveredice

retrieval algorithmshave been developedby using the surface temperature from the split-window thermal
thermalinfraredwindowportionofthe spectrum,
with the channelsofthe advancedveryhighresolutionradiometer
degreeofsuccessdependentprimarilyupon
the variability (AVHRR) sensorson board three of the NOAA series
of the surface and atmosphericcharacteristics. The satellites. These corrections are specified for three
generalapproachto estimatingsurfacetemperatureis to different"seasons"
and as a functionof satelliteviewing
relate satellite observationsto surface temperature angleand are expectedto be applicableto the perennial
observationswith a regressionmodel. Lacking sufficient ice pack in the central Arctic Basin (Figure 1). We do not
observations,
however,satelliteradiancesor brightness developa completely
newmethodology;
insteadwe modify
temperaturescanbe modeledby applicationof the radia- a standardprocedurefor use with Arctic data. In this
tive transferequation. This approachis commonlyused paperit is assumedthat a valid cloud-clearing
algorithm
for SSTretrieval[cf.Minnett,1990;Llewellyn-Jones
et al., existsand that only clear sky radiancesare beingexam1984; Barton, 1985]. A more completereview of SST ined. The cloudclearingproblemin polarsatellitedata is
algorithmsis given by McClain et al. [1985]. For SST not trivial, however. For a reviewof polar clouddetection

estimatedusingtwo"split-window"infrared
channels
(e.g., algorithms,seeKey and Barry [1989]and $akellariouet
approximately1 •m wide centeredat 10.8 and 12.0 pxn) al. [1992].

an absolute
accuracy
of0.5-1K (rmserror)hasbeen
2. DATA
1985].Landsurface
temperature
estimation
isgenerally Analyses
arebased
onatmospheric
temperature
and
lessaccurate
dueto thelargervariability
of surfacehumidity
profiles
collected
byrawinsonde
fromaSoviet
ice
conditions,
whereerrorsof ñ2-3K arecommon
[Price,island(NP-26),
located
at approximately
85øN170øW
obtained [Llewellyn-Jones et al., 1984; McClain et al.,

1983].

during1983-1987
(Figure1). Generally,
twoobservations

Toourknowledge,
littleeffort
hasbeen
directed
tothe perdaywerecollected
covering
a vertical
range
of0 - 25
retrieval
oftheseaicesurface
temperature
(IST)inthe kin.Profiles
thathaveatleast10levels
areretained
in
Arctic,
an areawhere
thefirsteffects
of a changing
theanalysis.
Observations
include
temperature,
dew
climate
areexpected
tobeseen.
Thereason
isnotoneof pointdepression,
windspeed,
andwinddirection.
Ice
methodology,
butrather
ourlimited
knowledge
ofatmo-crystal
precipitation
is
not
reported.
For
the
years
19861987, surface-based cloud observations are also available.
Copyright
1992
bytheAmerican
Geophysical
Union.

These observationsinclude low, middle, and high cloud

types,
height
ofthecloud
base,
andcloud
fraction.
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Only clear sky profilesare used in this study (1986-

1987),since
thesatellite
thermalradiances
undercloudy
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are shown in Figure 3. The most obvious differences
betweenthe subarcticand Arctic profilesare the surface
temperature and low-level inversion structure. In the
Arctic profiles, standard deviation at all levels was
computed for each parameter. The winter standard

deviationsof troposphericclear sky temperatureand dew
point depressionwere computedfor eachlayer, between0

.,

and 10 kin.

The max[mum

values occurred near the

surface and were 6.8 K and 2.7 K, respectively. In
,-N:P-
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f
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,
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t

Fig. 1. Average minimum (solid)and maximum (dashed)seaice
extent in the Arctic Ocean. Also shownis the area coveredby the
NP-26 drifting ice island.
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seasonsare winter (Octoberthrough March), summer
(June through August), and transition (April, May, and
September). This analysis was also performed with three
other methods: subjectively, clustering principal component scores,and using a simple correlation method. The
only difference between them was in the placement of
October. By temperature alone it is grouped with the
transition months. When humidity profiles are also

included
in theanalysis,
however,
it ismoresimilartothe
other winter

months.

The resulting mean seasonal temperature profries for
clear, cloudy (greater than 75% cloud cover), and mixed
conditionsare shownin Figure 2. Differencesreflect not
only the near-su•ace temperatures but also the vertical
temperature structure, which can also be seen in the
monthly inversion frequenciesreported by $erreze et al.
[1991].
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The effect of cloud on the surface radiation

balanceis evident in the clear and cloudyprofileswhere
temperatures in the lower troposphereare higher under

5

cloud cover in the winter and transition but lower under

0

summercloudcover. In addition,the summersurface
inversiondisappearsunder cloudcover. For comparison,
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and Fig.2. Clear,
cloudy,
andmixed
temperature
profiles
fortheice

winter temperatureprofilesfrom the LOWTRAN 7 islanddataduringwinter(October
- March),
transition
(April,
radiative transfer model data base [Kneizyseta/., 1988] May,September)
andsummer
(June- August).
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Tice = a + bT4 + cT5 + d[(T4-Ts)sece] (2)
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for IST retrieval, where brightness temperatures are in
Kelvin. The coefficientsare given in the next section. The
overall equation (2) produced the smallest standard error

Winter
Summer

2O

of all combinations of channels, channel differences, and

ß 15

and similar variations. Although channel 3 could be
included in (2), its use would be limited to winter analyses, since it measures reflected solar radiation as well as

•.

scananglefunctions
tested,e.g.,sec0, [(1-sec0)(T4-Ts)]
,
'.•

< lO

thermal
retrieval
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emissions. The usefulness of this channel
is discussed in the next section.

in IST

To simulate radiances in the AVHRR thermal channels,
the daily temperature and humidity profiles in each
300

Temperature(K)

season are

used with

the

LOWTRAN

7 (hereai•er

LOWTRAN) radiative transfer model [Kneizyset al., 1988].

winterand summertemperatureEarlier versionsof LOWTRAN have been used in the
Fig. 3. Standardsubarctic
retrieval of SST [e.g., Barton et al., 1989]. LOWTRAN
profiles.
calculates atmospheric transmittance/radiance for wave

numbers
ranging
from0to50,000
crn
'1(0.2pxntoinfinity)

summer the correspondingvalues are 4.5 K and 6.7 K,
at a resolution
of 20 cm'1 (forgaseous
absorption)
and
andin transitionthey are 7.9 K and4.2 I• Interpretation
includescalculationsfor multiple scatteredradiation. The
of dewpoint depressionvariability requirescare sincethe
mean water vapor content is very low, generally less than

code may be initialized for standard or user-defined

0.6grnm'3.
atmospheres,
several
cloud
models,
aerosol
models,
and
TheAVHRRs
onboard
theNOAA
7,9,and11satellites
specified
solar
andview
geometry.
Radiances
arecalculat-

areofinterest
inthis
study.
Ofthefive
AVHRRchannels
edat 5 crn
'! intervals
(interpolated
byLOWTRAN),

thethree
thermal
channels
(channel
numbers
3,4,and5 are
equivalent
to0.06pmat11pxn.Inthisstudy,
radiances
modeled for sensor scan angles from 0 ø to 60ø in 10ø
centeredat approximately 3.7, 11, and 12 pxn)are simulat-

ed,andactual
dataareused
forvalidation.
NOAAs
8 and increments.
Atmospheric
chemical
composition
andback-

!0 arenotused
because
theylackchannel
5. First-order
ground
tropospheric
andstratospheric
aerosols
forthe
calibration
was
performed
following
themethods
described
subarctic
winter
andsummer
models
areused,
since
no
byNOAA[1991]
andLauritsen
etal.[1979].Additional
such
information
is available
fromtheiceislands.
The
corrections
wereapplied
tothedatatoaccount
forthe optical
properties
ofArctic
haze
have
notbeen
extensively
nonlinear
response
ofthethermal
channels
[Weinreb
etal., measured;
model
calculations
[Blancher
and
List,1983]
show that the volume extinction coefficient of Arctic haze
1990].

Only NOAA 7 and 11 data were used in the

validation. The AVHRR scan angle ranges from 0ø to is generally of the same order of magnitude as that of the

approximately
55ø.Both
local
area
coverage
(LAC;
1.1-kintropospheric
aerosols
[Tsay
etal.,1989].
Therefore
theuse

field of view at nadir) and global area coverage(GAC; of troposphericbackground aerosolsis appropriate. The
appropriate sensorresponsefunction (Figure 4) is applied
approximately 4 kin) data are used in validation.
to the calculated radiances, and radiances are then

3. RETRIEVAL METHODOLOGY

converted to brightness temperatures by inverting the
Planck function at the central wavelength of the channel
For the retrievalof SST a multichannelalgorithmthat
correctsfor atmospheric
attenuationof upwellingradiation appropriatefor the temperature range 230- 270 K [NOAA,
primarily due to water vapor absorptionis commonly 1991]. The appendix provides additional detail on simulating satellite radiances.
employed[e.g., Barton et al., 1989]:
The ice surface is assumed to be snow-covered year

T•c
, - a(O)+ •

b,(O)T•

(1)

round.

Directional

surface

emissivities

for

snow

are

modeled following the procedure of Dozier and Warren
[1982]. Briefly, the single scattering albedo and asymmewherea(0)andhi(O)are satellitezenithangle-dependent
try factor in the scatteringphasefunction are calculated
coefficients
andTi are the satellite-measured
brightnessfrom the Mie equations, and the directional, wavelength-

temperatures in the three AVHRR thermal channels. The

dependent emissivities are derived from the deltacoefficientsare determined through a least squares Eddington approximation to the equation of radiative
regression procedure, where surface temperatures are transfer. The directional emissivities are then integrated
regressedagainst modeledbrightnesstemperatures. It is with the responsefunction for channel i:
also possibleto use differences between or ratios of two
channels. Such an approachwas taken by $chluesseland

Grassl [1990] for SST retrieval at high latitudes.
Alternatives to computinga different set of coefficients
for each scan angle increment, as shown in (1), were

•i(e) =

•? •(•,0)•i(•)
d•

sought. Equationsthat includeexplicitlythe scanangle where •(•,0) is the emissivity in direction 0 at wavelength
have been presented [cf. McClain eta/., 1985]. Here we
use the equation

• and • is the sensorresponsefunction which is 0 outside

of [•1,•2]. Theseemissivities
are givenin Table1 for
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NOAA7. The differencebetweenthe integratedemissivit- wherea is the albedo,• is the longwaveemissivity,• is

iesforthethree
satellites
examined
here
isapproximately
theStefan-Boltzmann
constant
(inWm'2IC4),
liceisthe
0.0001,sowe onlyusethosemodeledfor NOAA7. At the amountof shortwaveenergythat penetratesthe ice and
wavelengths
ofAVHRRchannels
4 and5 the emissivity
is doesnot directlyheat the surface,Fr and Fl are the
essentiallyinsensitiveto snowgrain sizeas well as the downwelling
shortwave
andlongwave
radiationrespective-

amountof liquidwater,up to 20%of the totalparticlely, Fs andFe are the sensible
and latentheatfluxes,
volume.Additionally,
theseemissivities
do not changerespectively,
andFc is the conductive
heatflux. A flux
significantly
overthe rangeoftemperatures
encounteredtowardthe surfaceis positive.The sensibleand latent
and thereforeare applicableto the snowtypesencoun- heatfluxesaredependent
in part uponthewindspeed,air
teredyearround.It is possible,
however,
thatmeltponds temperature,
Tice,andbulktransfercoefficients.
Radiawill contaminatethe field of view durix•4•
the summer.We tire fluxes are modeled based on the mean monthly
donot adjustemissivitiesto accountfor this phenomenon.temperatureand humidity ice island profiles. Ice thickThe use of the rawinsondeprofilesin modelingthe nessesare takenfromMaykut [1982]. Threenewprofiles
surfacetemperaturerequiresan additionalstep,sincethe are createdfor eachoriginalclearskyprofile,wherethe
first measurementin eachprofileis the sheltertempera- surface temperatures are the minimum, mean, and
ture, not the surfacetemperature. (In the discussions
that maximum equilibrium temperatures estimated by the
follow, the terms "skin" and "surface"temperature are model. This resultsin seasonalsamplesizesof 750, 123,
used interchangeably.) The shelter-surfacetemperature and 225 profiles for the winter, summer, and transition
differencecan be significant:more than 10 K dependingon seasons,respectively.
the region and time of year [cf. Stoweet al., 1988;Rossow
4.

et al., 1989]. Therefore the (unknown) surface temperature for each profile is assigneda series of values repre-

sentingthe range of possiblesurfacetemperaturesfor the
observedconditionsduring the month to which the profile
belongs. An energy balance model is used to determine
these surfacetemperatures, based on the observedrange
of shelter temperatures and wind speeds(the mean •1

DISCUSSION

Coefficients for the estimation of IST are given in
Tables 2-4 for NOAA 7, 9, and 11 satellites and are used
with (2). Coefficientsare given to five significant digits.
(The rms error for using three significant digits rather
than six in winter, for example, is 0.07 K, 0.003 K for four

digits, and 0.0007 for five digits.) In all casesthe coeffi-

standard deviation) in the ice island data for each month.

cientofdetermination
(/{2)is at least0.98.Alsoshown
is

After Maykut [1982], the energy balance equationis

the root mean square (rms) error for the difference
betweenthe actual (energybalancemode])surfacetemper-

4 +Fe+Fc= 0
(1-a)Fr-lice+FL +zoTice+Fs

ature and the satellite-derived surface temperature.
These errors are small--always less than 0.1 K and sometimes half that valuc

TABLE 1. Angular Emissivities of Snow in NOAA 7
AVHRR

Channels
Channel

Scan Angle

4

Emissivity

4 and 5
Channel

5

Emissivity

0

0.9988

0.9961

10

0.9987

0.9958

20

0.9984

0.9949

30

0.9977

0.9933

40

0.9968

0.9908

50

0.9955

0.9872

as a result of (1) the low water

vapor content of the atmosphere and therefore little
atmosphericattenuation,(2) the radiative transfer modeling approach, which does not incorporate satellite or
ground-based
instrumentnoise,and (3) natural variability
in the polar atmospherethat was not capturedin the ice
island profries. While the Arctic atmosphereis very dry,
however,an atmosphericcorrectionas in equation (2) is
important. The uncorrectedchannel 4 and 5 brightness
temperatures can be significantly different from the

surface
temperature;
e.g.,themeanTice-T4
difference
and
its standard deviation (summer) are 0.66 and 0.43 K, 0.96
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TABLE 2. Winter, Transition, and S•mmer Season Coefficients and rms Error Based on
AVHRR
Season

a

Channels

4 and 5 for NOAA

b

7

c

d

rms

Winter

-3.38568

6.28508

-5.27306

-2.45291

0.102

Transition

-3.77780

4.73209

-3.71850

-1.40115

0.074

Summer

-0.47429

3.77483

-2.77389

-0.56024

0.057

Seasoncoefficientsbased on equation (2).

and0.61K for Tice-T5,
-0.21and0.32K for the winter aswellasthethermalemissions.
However,
thischannel
channel 4 difference, and -0.23 and 0.43 K for channel 5
in winter, based on NOAA 7 simulated radiances at a
surfaceemissivity of unity. Maximum differencesare in
the range of 1.7 to 2.3 K in summer and -2.5 to -3.5 in
winter, for channels4 and 5, respectively.

is often noisy, especially during winter, when the amount
of energy emitted at those wavelengths is small. To test
its usefulness, winter is redefined as NovemberFebruary, thereby avoiding a significant solar component
in the upwelling radiance. Including channel 3 in (2)

Due to a lack of Arctic surface and atmosphericdata reducesthe rms error by no more than 0.003 K or all
over the ice, it is difficult to define the area for which satellites,which we do not considera significantimprovethese coefficientsapply. At present there is no evidence ment in accuracy.
that temperature and humidity characteristics differ
significantly over different portions of the perennial ice
pack, but this cannot be confirmed. It has been found,
however, that synoptic activity is quite different in the
eastern Arctic (e.g., Kara Sea), affecting the strength and
frequency of low-level inversions as well as humidity
profiles [Serrezeet al., 1992]. We therefore considerthese
coefficientsto apply to pack ice in the central Arctic Basin.
The applicability of these coefficients to Antarctica is
uncertain.

The Arctic

and Antarctic

4.1.

Validation

Validating the coefficients is difficult due to the lack of
clear sky skin temperature measurements with corresponding satellite data. Therefore we use both measured
and inferred surfacetemperatures. For example, AVHRR
GAC data over the Barents Sea during July 1984
(NOAA 7) were used, with the surface temperature
assumed

to be near

273.15

I•

This

is a reasonable

are both character-

assumption for melting snow but may be an overestimate
ized by low temperatures, surfaceinversions, snow-covered for ice due to its higher salinity. Over pack ice near the
surfaces, and low water vapor amounts. However, the North Pole the mean estimated IST was 273.04 IC For a
temperatures and water vapor amounts are lower over sample of pixels near the marginal ice zone with some
Similarly,
Antarctica, although it is unknown how much lower the melt ponds the mean !ST was 273.27 I•
water vapor amounts are, by virtue of its higher elevation estimated ISTs in NOAA 11 AVHRR data over Greenland
and lower incidence of cyclonic systems. Given this, one and Baffin Bay for July 1990 averaged 272.82 K over the
would expect there to be some difference between ice sheet and 272.9 K over sea ice. The ice sheet location
of
Antarctic surface temperatures estimated using the examined was the site of a Swiss Federal Institute
coefficients presented here and coefficients based on Technology (ETH) camp, which reported melt conditions
Antarctic temperature and humidity profiles, probably on (I• Steffen, personal communication, 1991).
the order of 0.1 - 0.3 K (see the discussion of SST coeffiGAC data during January 1984 north of Greenland
cients below).
were also used, where the estimated ISTs were compared
The utility of including channel 3 in surface tempera- to temperatures measured by drifting buoys [Colony and
ture retrieval has been shown to be useful under certain Mu•oz, 1986]. There has been some discussion,although
conditions. For example, Llewellyn.Jones et al. [1984] no formal study, concerningthe accuracy of these buoy

foundthat triple-windowsimulationsfor the tropicswere
significantlybetterthan split window,but not for temperate latitudes. Barton [1985] found channel 3 useful in
both tropicaland mid-latitude(Australia)locations. For
IST retrieval, the use of channel3 would be limited to
winter analyses,sinceit has a reflected solar component

temperatures. During summer the buoy housing may
experienceradiational heating, and during winter they
may be insulated by drifting snow. Comparisonof estimated ISTs for 10 pixels around the location of two
different buoys on January 7 yields mean temperature
differencesof 6 K for one buoy and 11 K for the other.

TABLE 3. Winter, Transition, and S•mmer SeasonCoefficientsand rrns Error Based on
AVHRR

Season

Channels

a

b

Winter

-5.82059

7.81491

Transiti on

-6.06238

Su mm or

0.49995

4 and 5 for NOAA

d

rms

-6.79284

-3.34169

0.127

5.645 62

-4.622 67

- 1.91927

0.089

4.12165

-3.12356

-0.68087

0.067

Seasoncoefficientsbased on equation (2).

c

9
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TABLE 4. Winter, Transition,and SummerSeasonCoefficients
andrms Error Basedon
AVHRR

Season

Channels 4 and 5 for NOAA 11

a

b

c

d

rms

Winter

-5.39436

5.46800

-4.45233

- 1.45853

0.071

Transition

-5.35487

4.47913

-3.46285

-0.97128

0.053

Summer

-1.76899

3.66554

-2.66249

-0.39676

0.053

Season coefficientsbased on equation (2).

Theestimated
icesurfacetemperatures
werewithin1 K crystalhazelayeris nearthe topof the inversion,
which
of eachotherfor eachsetof pixels. Differences
of this has a temperatureof 248 I• Usingthe coefficients

magnitude
werealsoreported
byComiso
[1983,hisFigure developed
here,estimated
ISTsoverthe2-micesurface
3] for surface
temperatures
estimated
fromtemperaturefor the pointsindicated(in orderof increasing
optical
humidity
infraredradiometer
(THIR)data,sothattheuse depth)are235.36,237.51,239.57,and246.15I• Dependof the drifi/ngbuoysforvalidationdoesnotappearto be ingonthe clouddetection
algorithmused,a temperature
useful.

changeofmorethan 2o-3øwouldprobablysignifycloud,so

Last,surfacetemperature
measurements
takenby a
PRT5 thermalradiometer
duringCEAREXinMarch1989
arecompared
toNOAA11AVHRRdata.ThePRT5 was
flownonthe NOAAP3 aircrai'c
nearSvalbardaspartof

that in this example,
diamond
dustwith opticaldepths
greaterthan0.34donotpresenta problem
in IST retrieval. At smalleropticaldepths,
however,
estimated
ISTs
couldbein error. Giventheuncertainty
in thefrequency

theArcticGasandAerosol
Sampling
Program
(AGASP).ofoccurrence
andspatialextentofthisphenomenon,
we

The altitude of the instrumentvaried between50 m and do not attemptto adjustfor it in the coefficients
present•

4 krnforthe"clear"
skyareaofcoincidentaircrai•/satellite
ed. Adm/ttedly,
this canbe an important
problem
at
data. While in conceptthis data shouldbe usefulfor certaintimesofthe year.

validation
ofthe ISTs,it is problematic
dueto (1) time Thedependence
ofthecoefficients
onsensor
scanangle
differences
between
the aircrai'c
flightandthe satellitehasbeenfound
tobeimportant
byotherinvestigators
[cf.
overpass
(afewhours),
(2)anassumed
unitemissivity
in Barton,
1985;
Minnett,
1990].Thisisalsothecase
forIST
the calculation
of PRT 5 temperatures,
(3) geolocation
retrieval,although
incorporating
bothchannels
4 and5 in
errorsfor both the aircrai'cand the satellitedata, and (4) (2) reducesthe effectthat increasedpath length at large
the presenceof aerosolsand/or ice crystalsabovethe scanangleshas on the surfacetemperatureestimation
aircrai'c.The last of theseconditions
greatlyreducedthe whenscanangleis nottakenintoaccount
explicitly.With
number of areas usable for validation. The geolocation the coefficientspresented here the estimated surface
problem dictates that the comparisonbetween the PRT 5 temperaturefrom (2) is very closeto the surfacetemperaand AVHRR data be done over a number of pixels rather
than a single pixel. Given these problems, the best
situation

occurred when the aircrai'c was at an altitude

of

160 m. The mean IST for a sample of four AVHRR pixels
was 258.9 K, while the mean PRT 5 temperature (adjusted
for an emissivity of 0.998) of four consecutivemeasurements 1 km apart was 259.04 I• Given the difficulties in
comparing the two data sets, these results are encourag-

0.8

0.6

ing.

4.2. Dependenciesand Atmospheric Considerations
A potential problem in the retrieval of IST is the
presence of ice crystal haze, or "diamond dust." It is
particularly difficult to detect in AVHRR data becauseit

0.2

is usually closeto the surfaceand exhibits similar spectral
properties. Values of the visible optical depth for ice
crystal haze have been reported to range from 5 to 21 for
wintertime and from 0.03 to 3 for springtime [Curry et al.,
1990]. The effect of varying optical depth of ice crystal
haze on the estimated IST is illustrated indirectly in
Figure 5, which showsbrightnesstemperature differences

0.0

between AVHRR

channels 4 and 5 as a function

of the

optical depth of ice crystal haze over two ice surfaces:5cm-thick ice with a surface temperature of 256.62 K and
2 m ice with a surface temperature of 235.38 I• Mean
January atmosphericconditionsfor the central Arctic are
used at a satellite scan angle of 30ø. The top of the ice

0.0

5 cm ice
2 rn ice

,

,

,

I
0.4

,

,

•

I

I

0.8

1.2

1.6

Ice CrystalOpticalDepth

Fig. 5. Brightness temperature difference between AVHRR
channels4 and 5 as a function of the optical depth of ice crystal
haze over two ice surfaces:5-cm-thick ice with a surfacetemperature of 256.6 K and 2-m ice with a surface temperature of 235.4
K. Mean January atmosphericconditionsfor the central Arctic
are used. The top of the ice crystal haze layer is near the top of
the inversion,which has a temperature of 248.0 K. Satellite scan
angle is 30ø. Estimated ISTs over the 2-m ice surface for the
pointsindicated(in order of increasingoptical depth) are 235.36,
237.51, 239.57, and 246.15 IC
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ture at all scan angles, while the estimated surface
temperature using only channels 4 and 5 varies as a
function of scan angle. Even though the differencesare
small, not including the scan angle explicitly results in an
increased rrns error of less than 0.1 K over using (2).
Coefficients in (2) were also computed assuming
emissivitiesindependentof wavelength and scanangle. In
this case a different set of coefficients was produced at
emissivities of 0.96 to 1.0 in increments of 0.01. Using the
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TABLE 6. The rms Error in Applying Coefficients
(Summer) Developed for One Satellite
to Data

From

Another
Data

Coefficients

NOAA 7

from

NOAA 9

NOAA 11

NOAA

7

0

0.272

0.655

NOAA

9

0.296

0

1.017

NOAA

11

0.682

0.961

0

scanangleand wavelengthdependentcoefficients(Tables
2-4) with data based on fixed emissivity coefficientsresults
in underestimates of 0.2 K for an emissivity of 1.0 and 0.6
K for an emissivity of 0.99 during summer with NOAA 7
s•muia•eu
_' __1
_,.__•uava.
_•_,._ oince
o;_ pure waver •_
na• a s•i
1.gh•l
wy lower
emissivity than pure snow (e.g., 0.992 at 11.9 pm and
nadir), the estimated IST of an AVHRR pixel contaminated by summer meltpondswould be incorrectby an amount
somewherebetween these two extremes depending on the
proportionof water within the field of view.
The seasonaldependenceof the coefficientsis illustrat-

sensorcalibrationcan producelarge errors in estimated
IST; errorsin IST near Greenlandof up to 3 K resulted
from not including the nonlinear responsecorrectionin
the calibration.Quantizationofthe signal(i.e., howmuch
of a degreeis represented
by onedigitalcount)introduces
additional

error.

Some of these factors affect whether or

edinTable5,where
coefficients
fromeachseason
werenotthere
isasystematic
difference
between
theestimated
applied
todatafromevery
other
season.
Results
are ISTsandthetrue(measured)
IST--the
system
bias--but

shown
forNOAA9 andindicate
errors
between
0.1K for dueto thesmallquantityof coincident
surface/satellite
transition
coefficients
withwinterdataand0.6K when measurements,
the degree
of influence
is impossible
to

summer
coefficients
areused
withwinter
data.Similarly,
assess.
Therefore
noempirical
corrections
totheforward
thesatellite
dependence
ofthecoefficients
is shown
in model
aresuggested,
which
would
otherwise
account
for
Table
6 forsummer
conditions.
Ontheaverage,
errorssensor
andother
factors
such
asradiosonde
accuracy
and
ranging
from
0.1to1.0K,depending
onseason,
canbe thetreatment
ofthe
stratosphere
above
theknown
profile.
expectedin applying coefficientsderived for one satellite

to datafromanother,
the smallest
errorsoccurring
between NOAA 7 and 9 coefficientsand data.

5. SUMMARY
AND
CONCLUSIONS
The relationship between AVHRR clear sky thermal

UsingSSTcoefficients
developed
fortheNorthAtlantic radiances
and the surface(skin)temperatureof central
[Llewellyn-Jones
et al., 1984]andtheGreenland
Seaarea Arcticsnow-covered
seaiceis examined
throughforward
[Minnett,1990]to estimateIST wouldresultin an under- calculations
ofthe radiativetransferequation.Temperaestimateof up to 0.7 K, largestin winter and at scan ture andhumidityprofilesandclouddatafromiceislands
anglesof40øandgreater.Not surprisingly,
thedifferenceduring1986-1987are used. Coefficients
that correctfor
is muchlarger(upto a 5.0K overestimate)
whentropical atmospheric
attenuation
are givenfor threeArcticclear
coefficients
[Llewellyn-Jones
et al., 1984]are used.This sky"seasons,"
asdefined
throughstatistical
analysis
ofthe
comparison
wasmadebyusingsimulatedradiancesbased
daily profiles,for the NOAA 7, 9, and 11 satellites.
onthe directional
emissivities,
whereasthe emissivityof Modeled
directional
emissivities,
differentin thetwosplittheseasurface
in theaforementioned
studies
wascornput-windowchannels,
are used.Whilethe sensor
scanangle

ed by usingthe Fresnelequations
with the refractiveis included
explicitly
in thecorrection
equation,
its effect
indexofwater(actualvaluesnotgiven).Theseerrorsare in thedryArcticatmosphere
is small,generally
lessthan
similarto thosereportedby Minnett[1986],whereSST 0.1I• Thecoefficients
presented
areforusewithAVHRR
wasretrievedfromNorthAtlanticdatausingcoefficientschannels
4 and 5 (11 and 12 pro)and the sensorscan
fromotherregions.
angle.Withthismethod
therrnserrorin the estimated
Sensorcharacteristicsand calibrationalsoinfluencethe ice surfacetemperature is less than 0.1 K in all seasons.

retrieved
IST. AVHRRGACdataarelessnoisythanLAC Inclusion
ofchannel
3 (3.7lxm)duringthewinterdecreasdata and would result in a smootherIST field. Incorrect es the rms error by less than 0.003 I•

TABLE 5. The rms Error in Applying Coefficients
(NOAA 9) Developed for One Season
to Data

From

Another

Data

from

The seasonal dependence of the coefficients is important, with rrns errors in the range of 0.1 - 0.6 K when
coefficientsare applied across seasons. Similarly, using
coefficients

from

North Atlantic
Coefficients

Winter

Summer

Transition

Winter

0

0.403

0.128

Summer

0.587

0

0.342

Transition

0.117

0.219

0

one satellite

with

data

from

another

results in average errors from 0.1 to 1.0 I• Overall,
employingthe IST coefficientsresults in increasedaccuracy of up to 0.6 K over SST coefficientsdevelopedfor the
and the Greenland

Sea areas.

While

this

difference is small in terms of outgoing longwave radiation, it is important for long-term climate monitoring.
Modeled ice crystal haze during January indicates that at
small opticaldepthsthe haze may not be detectedas cloud
and could result in IST errors of up to 2 ø.

Two important problemsremain in the retrieval of ice
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surfacetemperature. First, until a reliablemethodof
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